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Games and Attitude Change 

 

Tim Silverpanda 

 

Abstract 

Persuasive attitude changing games are a growing genre and a powerful tool when 

wanting to reach out and affect the opinion and attitude of larger groups in society. 

But how well do persuasive games actually work and can they be improved further? 

This article studies persuasive computer games and comes up with the proposal of 

using the Multiple Identification Theory, an established model for attitude change as a 

foundation for designing persuasive games. By analyzing every step of the MIT and 

translating it into the field of digital games, key concepts have been identified and 

proposed as guidelines for future development of persuasive games. In addition an 

analysis of existing persuasive games have been made, with the aim to study how well 

they meet the criteria of the MIT and determinate whether they could have improved 

by using it or not.   
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1 Introduction 

Introduction 

The ability to alter and change the attitudes of people has always been sought after.  

Whether it is for personal, political, marketing, educational or other reasons, the need 

of this ability has always been high. Many that has studied attitudes and attitude 

change including Williams & Williams (2007), Bohner & Wänke (2002) and 

Wegener & Petty (1998) claim that the most effective way to change the attitude of a 

person is through real life experience, by seeing the result and consequences of one‟s 

behavior and actions directly.  Reasonably, the impact of an event is naturally to be 

higher for a person actually being there, than for a person reading about the same 

event in a book or seeing it on television for example.  However, many subjects such 

as  global warming or the consequences of war are hard if not impossible to teach 

through real experience, and if the goal is to change the people‟s attitude towards a 

subject like that you would have to find an alternative way of doing so.  Speech is 

naturally the most common way of communication and thus also the simplest way to 

achieve attitude change. However speech is limited by the speaker and factors such as 

charisma, argumentation- and even manipulation-techniques. If aiming for a larger 

audience the use of a medium can become a powerful tool for creating attitude change 

(Bohner & Wänke, 2002).  

The medium can be everything from literature, film and TV-shows to newspapers and 

games. This work will focus specifically on attitude change through computer games.  

It is commonly said that books and movies contains a message – a theme of some sort 

that gives the reader/viewer something to think about in addition to being entertained. 

In many cases the message and thoughts about the theme remain long after the credits 

have rolled, and could perhaps indicate if not a direct attitude change, at least an 

attempt of making one. But can we say the same thing about computer games?  If the 

underlying theme for example as in American History X (1998) is racism as the film 

attempts to give some insight on the subject, pointing out an underlying theme or 

message in any of the most successful video games made the last years is much 

harder. You could of course argue that for example the bestselling Call of Duty series 

– contain some sort of anti-war message but the opposite that these games are 

romancing war is just as easily to argue for and the developers themselves have said 

that they only want to entertain the players, nothing more.  

However it is also important to keep in mind that there is a difference in between 

affecting the mind of the viewer temporary and cause a true change of attitude. In the 

American History X example, feeling that you got some insight on the subject racism 

would not be sufficient to claim attitude change, whereas if the viewer started to take 

action against racism - by discussing the matter with others and/or attend anti-racism 

events would indicate that the attitude change has occurred. A full-scale attitude 

occurs when a person believe, thinks and foremost acts different then what he/she did 

before (Bohner & Wänke, 2002). 

In the vast field of Serious Games some attempts for attitude change through 

computer games have already been made with various results. In Lavenders (2011) 

report Video Games as Change Agents – The Case of Homeless: It’s No Game 

regarding a game about attitude towards the homeless, many of the strengths, but also 

many most common problems regarding attitude changing games are described and 

discussed. These problems among others include; split results, troubles measuring the 

attitude change and player experiences regarding the believability of the game. In 
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Lavenders (2011) tests some participants improved (in this case meaning more 

accepting/understanding) their attitude towards homelessness, and compared to the 

test group only reading about the same subject and the independent test group that 

didn‟t participate in any of the test cases – the game players had a significant higher 

measured indicators of attitude change. However some major critics were also 

directed towards the game, many of the testers doubted that a game was the right 

method for this purpose and others felt the game was unrealistic and didn‟t give a 

trustworthy picture of life as a homeless. 

The goal for this project is to investigate the possibilities and possible methods for 

creating attitudes change through digital games, aiming to improve the results of 

projects such as Lavenders (2011). The belief is that with guidelines based on 

working methods for achieving attitude change, computer-based persuasive games 

will be will be more successful. With established guidelines the by Lavender (2011) 

mentioned problems regarding believability, split results and troubles measuring the 

attitude change would be more easily avoided and would be achieving more stable 

results easier.  

As for this purpose the Williams & Williams Multiple Identification Theory (MIT) 

will be investigated. The Theory has been developed for over 20 years and the latest 

version is presented in the articles In pursuit of peace: Attitudinal and behavioral 

change with simulations and Multiple Identification Theory (2007) and Red Light, 

Green Light: Altering Attitudes about Climate Change with a “Game Practice” 

Simulation Game (2008). 

The MIT is a method for attitude change which in its basics, divides attitude in three 

separate categories; affliction, cognitive and behavioral.  The method has been proven 

successful on multiple role-play-alike non-digital simulation games concerning 

attitude change on subjects such as international conflicts and the consequences of 

global warming.  Although not entirely flawless these projects resulted in a significant 

change on their participants‟ attitude towards these subjects. 

But can the Multiple Identification Theory be used as a tool for digital game design as 

well, and is it good method for this purpose? By researching the MIT and its ideas the 

hope is to establish some guidelines for digital games that want to accomplish attitude 

change. The guidelines will take in consideration and include as many factors and 

aspects of attitude change as possible.  

This project will investigate both the single-player market and the in this area more 

common social-oriented (schools, companies and similar communities) type of 

attitude change aspiring games. Both types will be studied and analyzed to see what 

options and differences there are for attitude changing games for a single-player 

audience compared to one that are to played and discussed in groups. 
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2 Background 

To understand this thesis we must establish what the Multiple Identification Theory 

stands for as well as establish what we mean with terms as game design, persuasive 

games and how this relates to the field of serious games. In addition this chapter 

covers related work that has been used as a foundation for this article. 

2.1 The Multiple Identification Theory  

One problem about researching attitude changes in general is that simply “feeling 

different” about a topic rarely is enough to claim an attitude change.  In order to 

promote a true attitude change a person must not only feel different, but also think 

different and foremost act and behave different than before (Williams & Williams, 

2007). The Multiple Identification Theory (MIT) was originally developed by Robert 

Howard Williams as an extension of his own Identification theory.  The theories have 

been formed throughout a series of studies and experiments during the past 30 years, 

and tested by using simulations and role-playing-like games to create attitude change.  

The MIT attempts to solve the matter by deriving attitude change into three steps or 

three forms of identification; affective identification, cognitive identification and 

behavioral identification, each looking into different aspects of attitude change.  

2.1.1 Affective identification  

The first aspect of attitude change is affective identification, which refers to the 

situation where players become emotionally engaged in the outcome of the game. 

Without engagement and investment in the outcome the players tend to make 

unreflective choices which affects on the experience learnt in the real world 

negatively. In opposition players that want to win and play with a serious intent tend 

to plan their actions more thoroughly and act more similar to how they would act in a 

similar situation in real life (Williams & Williams, 2007). In addition according to 

Sousa (1995) information and experiences acquired being emotionally involved 

becomes memorable and will as such become more likely to be retained into the 

future.  There are several ways to create this emotional engagement that seem 

necessary in order to accomplish affective identification. As for their simulation game 

Williams and Williams (2007) came up with the following guidelines for achieving 

affective identification.  

 Significant incentives are provided for the “winners” of the game 

 Specific victory and defeat criteria are stipulated so that players have a 

clear way of evaluating their performance 

 Players assume the name of a specific group or character. 

 Players see a correspondence between their situation (resources, 

conditions etc.) in the game and that of the “real-life” character or 

group. 

As noticeable much of the players‟ emotional investment seem to be based on 

competitive elements. Without clear winning and losing conditions and some sort of 

resources to gain/lose it it‟s much harder to encourage the players in the outcome of 

the game or simulation.  Regardless of what kind of situation the game represents – 

you want the player to feel anger when losing resources or becoming attacked and feel 

joy and happiness when the opposite occurs, even when assuming the role of a foreign 
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group or character. When a player get emotionally involved, you could state that it‟s a 

egodefensive reaction and when it occurs players tend to put the character/group they 

represent in a more favorable light.  So basically simply opening the eyes of the 

player making them look at a subject from a new perspective could indicate the first 

steps towards a change of attitude (Williams & Williams, 2007).   

2.1.2 Cognitive identification 

The keyword for cognitive identification is believability. In order to make an attitude 

change through play- the players must be able to relate what they experience in the 

game/simulation to real life.  

If the players cannot see the relationship between the game/simulation and reality it is 

highly likely that the game will have a very limited if any long-term impact on the 

players (Williams & Williams, 2007). To accomplish cognitive identification you 

want the players to stop think about your game in terms of “how should I do to win 

the game” and more in terms of “what would I do if a similar situation occurred to me 

in real life”. Williams and Williams (2008) uses the terms game truths (how things 

work within the game, what moves are necessary to win etc.) and life truths (how 

things work in reality) to describe this and according to Williams and Williams (2008) 

research the game should be designed in a way where the two are so close to each 

other as possible in order to emphasize cognitive identification.  If players can act as 

they would do in real life even in a simplified or somewhat abstract way, it is more 

likely they will take with them the experience and knowledge obtained in the game.  

Cognitive identification doesn‟t automatically lead to an attitude change but it‟s a 

powerful tool to use for that purpose as well as for educational games and similar 

projects.  Williams & Williams (2007) summarize the following three steps as most 

important for achieving cognitive identification: 

 Game structure matches reality 

 Game process makes players aware of match between game and reality         

Players assume the name of a specific group or character. 

 Postgame debriefing 

2.1.3 Behavioral identification 

The final form of identification is behavioral identification. This identification 

circulates around the players‟ actions – and foremost how the player motivates and 

chooses his/her actions. Behavioral identification occurs when the players can follow 

their actions from the initial choices to the final consequences and by doing so have 

the ability to develop, test and execute their own strategies (Williams & Williams, 

2007). Simulations and games may promote and emphasize this form of identification 

by providing a broad range of tactical and strategic options followed by feedback on 

the effect of the player‟s actions.  The key according to Williams and Williams 

studies lies in giving the players the feeling of having freedom and being in control 

and not bound by the limitations of the game rules.  By making decisions and 

consequences personal, they will have a meaning for the players and they might refer 

to their play session and learnt lessons as “my experience” and “my decisions”. It is 

such insight that enhances the deepest form of attitude change that is behavioral 

identification.    

In addition post-play debriefings where the players can discuss their choices and the 

consequences of their actions can also be a very useful tool to further affect the 
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players beyond the game/simulation and amplify behavioral identification (Williams 

& Williams, 2008).  Wrapping it up, the most important steps to reach behavioral 

identification according to Williams & Williams (2007) are as following: 

 Freedom to behaviorally experience and/or execute a wide range of  

possible strategies and receive feedback 

  Replay game 

  Postgame debriefing 

2.2 Game design 

As this project focuses on the possibilities of attitude change achieved via digital 

games, the definition of games and the craftsmanship of creating digital games is 

something we much take in consideration. What games are can and has been defined 

in many ways. For this project Zimmerman and Salen‟s (2004, p.94) definition: “A 

game is a system in which players engage in an artificial conflict, defined by rules that 

result in a quantifiable outcome” is suitable. This definition indicates the difference 

from free play lies in the need of a quantifiable outcome, meaning there has to be 

some kind of goal and incentive to play (Zimmerman & Salen, 2004). This in addition 

to free play also separates games from other forms of visual experiences (interactive 

stories, visual exploration tools etc.).  

Game Design refers to the entire process of creating a game. From the original 

creation of concept and game rules in the pre-production phase to designing and 

ensure the quality of the gameplay, environment, storyline, characters and all other 

content during the development phase.     

2.2.1 Serious games 

The field serious games house most types of game that in addition to entertain have 

other purposes such as marketing, rehabilitation, training, education etc. Out of the 

many definitions of serious games the one used in thesis is defined as following by 

Backlund, Johannesson and Susi (2007, p.5): 

“Games that engage the user, and contribute to the achievement of a defined purpose 

other than pure entertainment (whether or not the user is consciously aware of it). A 

game‟s purpose may be formulated by the user her/himself or by the game‟s designer, 

which means that also a commercial off-the-shelf (COTS) game, used for non-

entertainment purposes, may be considered a serious game.” 

This definition suits our purpose as it includes the category of persuasive – attitude 

changing games.   

2.2.2 Persuasive Games  

In this thesis the term attitude changing games is used to describe the type of game 

aiming to affect the attitude of its players. However the term persuasive games are 

often used to describe the same type of game, hence it‟s worthwhile to mention it in 

this thesis. Persuasive games naturally derives from the term persuasion best 

described as the process of trying to modify or change the values, wants, beliefs and 

actions of others (O‟Shaughnessy and O‟Shaughnessy, 2004). Arguable any type of 

game can have persuasive qualities, for example playing Battlefield: Bad Company 

might affect the players beliefs regarding life as a soldier during the 2
nd

 world war but 

can be called a persuasive game? Bogost (2004) would say no and refer the Battlefield 
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example as a case of persuasive influence. The difference between influence and 

persuasion is that the later is always intended and part of the goal behind the, in this 

case games (Bogost, 2004). Games like Homelessness: it’s no game (Lavender, 2011) 

and Smoke! (Khaled, 2007) would qualify as persuasive games due to the creators aim 

to change the players attitude toward the subjects of smoking and homelessness. 

Tetris on the other hand would not qualify as a persuasive game, even if it were to 

change the player‟s antipathy towards L-shaped blocks, simply because it presumable 

never was the intention of Tetris creator Alexey Pazhitnov. This however does not 

prevent regular entertainment games from being used for attitude changing purposes, 

but they would in that case be labeled as a tool for persuasion rather than a persuasive 

game. 

2.2.3 Related work 

Games for attitude change are not a new appearance, in recent years the field has 

grown and communities like Games 4 Change have emerged as a gathering place for 

this type of games. Most of these attitude changing games are made for smaller 

organizations and institutes and are developed by small teams with less resources than 

regular entertainment games. In addition, these projects have mainly been targeting 

younger groups of players and are often combined with educational efforts. This is 

natural as attitude change and education in many cases are overlapping; new 

information/knowledge is often required for new insights – lastingly resulting in an 

attitude change (Sousa, 1995). 

Even if most of these games are developed for temporary campaigns and/or similar 

projects there are, however, some attitude change-aspiring games that are created 

from a more academic standpoint. One of these projects is Lavender‟s Homelessness: 

it’s no game (2011), a game developed to raise awareness and change the attitude 

toward the homeless. The Game itself is a simple, retro-inspired game about surviving 

on the street as a homeless, looking for food and shelter while avoiding dangers such 

as wild dogs and bad weather. What makes the game interesting for this project is that 

it was developed as late as 2011 and takes up many of the most common issues about 

making attitude changing games. Homelessness: it’s no game (Lavender, 2011) was 

measured using a questionnaire regarding attitude toward homelessness. Three test 

groups were formed – one playing the game, on reading a novel about homelessness 

and a control group doing neither. The participants answered the questionnaire once 

after the game session and again after a week to measure any changes over time. The 

results were positive in the form of that the game testers showed greater change than 

the other groups in both questionnaires.  

 

The positive results are great in showing the effectiveness of this type of games, but 

what is of even greater interest for this project is the critique that was aimed at the 

game. Even if Homelessness: it’s no game (Lavender, 2011) succeed in achieving 

some attitude change, far from all players were satisfied with the experience. The 

main critique aimed at the game was regarding it being unrealistic and that the game 

itself took focus away from the subject (as in the player spend too much effort on 

figuring out how to play and therefore were less likely affected by the game‟s 

message). Similar problems were encountered by Khaled (2007), developer of 

Smoke?, a game part of an anti-smoking campaign. Smoke? showed positive results in 

terms of seeing an increased awareness and incentive to not smoke among its players, 

but some players were also troubled by the game‟s realism, feeling the game 

enhanced the dangers of smoking to an unbelievable level (Khaled, 2007).  
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2.3 The Art of Game Design 

As established in this chapter, creating attitude changing (persuasive) games 

preferable requires both knowledge about attitudes and persuasion as well as solid 

cunning in the art of creating game design. As the MIT used analog games which in 

the basics are not that different from digital games, the need of this section might be 

limited but where analog and digital game differ it has been deemed positive to use 

guidance on this specific subject.    

In this thesis The Art of Game Design– a book of Lenses by Jesse Schell (2008) will 

be the primary source of information regarding digital game design guidance. Based 

on several years of research and experience from the game industry Schell presents 

guidance in the form of over hundred so called lenses, each with a handful questions 

the game developers should ask themselves. The positive thing with this layout, which 

makes it extra suitable for this project, is that the appropriate lenses can be selected 

individually for each of the conditions of attitude change presented by the Williams 

and Williams (2007, 2008) Multiple Identification Theory.  As game design is best 

described as a craftsmanship, following the guidance of this or any other book is not 

guaranteed to result in a successful game, by the same principle that studying a lot 

film history and movie making doesn‟t automatically result in successful movies.  It 

will most likely require loads of training, experience and patience to reach the final 

goals. However, reading up on the subject and doing research helps in avoiding the 

most common pitfalls and achieve a higher overall standard. This may sound like 

basic knowledge but a quick survey of the attitude change aspiring games that can be 

found online shows that many fails on this, by offering experiences not attuned for the 

target audience, with either to hard challenges, too easy challenges, have too complex 

systems or too trivial systems and other basic features that could been researched 

beforehand.  
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3 Problem  

The main problem with creating attitude change with digital games is that there is no 

standardized way to do it. There is little documented research on the subject and 

previous projects have shown very various results in terms of reception and measured 

attitude change. This project aims to help this cause by: 

 Find a working, suitable method for achieving attitude change. 

 Analyze and adapt the method to work within a digital game environment. 

 Find and identify the key concepts of the method; the most important things to 

take into consideration. 

 Use the adapted method and key concepts to analyze existing persuasive 

games; do they already follow the ideas of the method? And are there any 

connections in between the games reception, effectiveness etc. and how well it 

follows the mentioned ideas? 

 Present the Multiple Identification Theory as a suitable method for attitude 

change in computer games, argument for its cause. 

 Show indicators of that the games that are similar to the MIT ideas in their 

design are perceived as more engaging and effective among its players.  

 

By performing these steps the over-all purpose is to give some new insight on the 

subject of attitude change through computer games and present one approach believed 

to make persuasive games more effective and appealing for a larger market. 

3.1 Problem analysis 

Changing the attitude of others is a complex matter as it is hard to measure attitudes 

and since it requires lots of time before a final attitude change can occur (Lavender, 

2011). Different media can be a helping tool for the cause of attitude change. In order 

to accomplish attitude change by any means we must first learn and define what 

attitude is and how it really works. A person‟s attitude could be described as a degree 

of that persons like or dislike towards something. Attitudes are in general either 

negative or positive and can be either concrete (e.g. what kind of ice cream you 

prefer) or abstract (e.g. your beliefs in freedom of speech). Attitudes are often the 

very foundation for most of our judgment and choices.  Attitude can be everything 

from political standpoints, sexism, liberalism, opposition to animal testing or the 

belief that Rolling Stones is the best band ever. Since attitude is such a large portion 

of our personality - ability to change the attitude of others is with ease described as a 

mandatory skill for mankind.  It is a key point for communication and without the 

possibility to be able to change other people‟s attitude towards certain subjects most 

communication would be close to pointless, thus making attitudes and attitude change 

a very vital part of human individuality and human interaction (Bohner & Wänke, 

2002).  

Attitudes may encompass response in three different forms namely affective, 

behavioral and cognitive. Strongly believing that air pollution damages the ozone 

layer, causing cancer is an example of a cognitive attitude response while getting 

upset when hearing about animal testing is an affective attitude response. Taking the 

bus instead of the car is an example of behavioral attitude response (Bohner & 
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Wänke, 2002). Both Bohner and Wänke (2002) and Williams and Williams (2007) 

state that nothing can beat real life experience when it comes to attitude change.  

No matter what tools, media or methods you use it cannot compare to the effect that 

self-experienced events and own memories have on a person‟s attitude. For example 

if the subject is the third world – it is most unlikely that  any form of media (book, 

movie, games etc.) or the telling of another would affect a person as much as if that 

person was to spend some time in the third world himself/herself.  

Due to this, much of the work regarding attitude change through media is based on 

creating believability – the sense of that what is being told/shown in some way 

assembles reality.  This seems to be true regardless the subject of change, the users of 

the media must be able to relate to what they experience in order for it to have any 

long-time effect on the user‟s attitude (Bohner & Wänke, 2002).  

That analog games have the potential to change attitudes is something that has been 

proven successful by Williams and Williams MIT studies (2007, 2008). For digital 

games projects as Homeless: It’s no Game (Lavender, 2011) and Smoke! (Khaled, 

2007), in addition to the existence and growth of organizations like Game 4 Change 

indicate a belief that digital games have the same potential to change attitudes as 

analog games.  Due to the results from Lavender‟s (2011) and Khaled‟s (2007) studies 

it is reasonable to believe that some games already succeed in their aspiration of 

achieving attitude, but that there are room for improvement as far from all participants 

of the game test groups were affected and showed a change in attitude.  

There doesn‟t seem to be a standardized way of accomplish attitude change with 

computer games, something Lavender (2011) mentions as a problem during his 

development of Homeless: it’s no game. In addition Lavender (2011) states the games 

would be easier to measure and compare to one another. In addition, the developers 

could spend less time and resources on trying to figure out how to achieve attitude 

change and could focus on developing fun and engaging games.   

This strengthens the belief that a framework with gathered elements and key concepts, 

which in previous studies and related fields were proven useful could help future 

projects obtain their goals of attitude change.  

 By comparing games with the aim to change attitude it is easy to notice that the 

games differ from one another in terms of how they present themselves, the visual 

approach and how they try to affect the users attitude.  It seems as if the developer 

that wants to achieve attitude change tends to do it by the best of their ability without 

any guidelines on how to accomplish such a task and since the games differ a lot in 

terms of how they try to achieve attitude change – the results are very varying as well. 

Lavender (2011) discusses this matter in his article and notes that most attitude-

changing games have problem with measuring the results due to the lack of a standard 

for how this type of projects are to be made.  In Lavenders case the perceived attitude 

change among the players stretched from good to close to non-existing, but the game 

still scored significant higher than the novel-reading group and the control group. 

Another known problem with persuasive games is the lack of documentation. Due to 

that most persuasive games have been developed by organizations outside the 

academic sphere – documentation about these games are limited (Lavender, 2011).  
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Persuasive games also tend to have a close relationship with education.  Examples of 

this can be games about the third world, oil consumption or eating habits, whereas the 

goal is not only to change the attitude of the pupils but also educate them in the 

different subjects.  These games are often designed to be if not played, at least 

discussed in groups, relating to the debriefing part which is often mentioned as an 

important step of attitude change. 

3.2 Selection process  

As established already the suggested method for achieving attitude change with 

computer games in this project is the Multiple Identification Theory (MIT).  

Founder of the theory is Robert Howard Williams whom has worked with attitude 

changing analog games for over three decades and has developed the MIT as a tool 

for this purpose. The MIT states some guidelines for how to achieve attitude change 

in the different kinds of identification (affective, cognitive and behavioral). The MIT 

has its roots in the psychological ABC-model which stands for just Affect, Behavior 

and Cognition and is the most common way to describe or analyze the different 

aspects of a person‟s attitude. 

The theory was deemed suitable for this project based that it has been used with 

analog role-play like board games and according to Williams and Williams (2007, 

2008) where tests effectively proved an attitude change among their test players.  

Since the MIT seem to be successful on the analog field, the question is if it can be 

converted to work as well with digital games. To translate the MIT to digital games 

we must consider what needs to be added and even possibly subtracted from the MIT-

model in order for it to work. 

3.3 Differences between digital and analog games  

As mentioned already much of this projects focus lies in adapting the multiple 

identification theory to work in digital computer games in addition to analog games 

which it has already been tested on.  

But is there really a difference in between analog and digital games that prevent the 

MIT to be translated directly without any adaption, thus undermining much of the 

effort behind this work?  It is true that much of what defines an analog game can be 

directly converted to the digital game medium; there are rules, goals and a need to 

motivate the player in both etc. To easier understand the differences between analog 

games and digital computer games, the diagram seen in figure 1 have been put 

together: 
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Figure 1: Analog vs. Digital games 

Notable this classification is not definitive, there are always exceptions such as analog 

games for single players (such as Solitaire) but in general analog board games, card 

games and role-playing games are targeting groups of players, focusing highly on the 

social factors – having fun and doing something together. As for digital games there 

are a huge number of games that are, if not purely intended, at least very suitable to 

play alone. In this comparison analog games are said to be simplified and abstract, 

this does not mean they are simpler than computer games, on the contrary analog 

games are often very complex and due to the lack of the aid of a computer they often 

require much more from the players, in order to keep score and control all the 

mechanics of the game.  Naturally one could claim that both analog and digital games 

are abstractions of reality but the meaning of the word abstract in this case refers to 

that analog games are relying more on the imagination of the players. 

Where the analog material (figurines, cards etc.) often are simplified/abstract in their 

setup, and compared to a digital game (where the visuals often do provide enough 

information for the player to understand the situation without using his/her own 

imagination). For digital games there is more often more focus on the visuals and 

audio of the experience.  

One could in one way say that the relationship between analog and digital games are 

similar to with one between books and films. Whereas they could provide the same 

story, the approach is entirely different. Books rely on the readers to build up their 

own vision and get immersed by the story. For a film you have all the tools in the 

world to visualize the story for the viewer, and the problems lie in how to present the 

information for the viewer to make it as involving and immersive as possible.  

In this comparison analog games are similar to books and computer games more 

similar to films, regarding how they work to grab the attention of the players. There 

are of course more differences such as how digital games need to work with controls 

– how are the players supposed to interact with the game world?, a factor which in 

analog games are often limited to rolling dice and moving pieces.  For the purpose of 

achieving attitude change however the major difference would lie how to get the 

attention of the players, how to make up a world that is believable and resembles 

reality and motivate the players to remain.  
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3.4 Method 

Based on Lavender„s (2011) and Khaled‟s (2007) work one can argue for the need of 

an established method for making this type of persuasive games, but how does one 

create that type of framework? Unfortunatly there is no simple answer to that 

question. As the Serious game and persuasive field grow and more documentation 

appears it is reasonable to believe that all that is needed for a framework to take it‟s 

form is more time and more practice.   

The author‟s belief however is that being aware of the problem with a lack of an 

established method for creating persuasive games can boost such a process. This done 

by combining the knowledge earned from previous projects and by adding the 

knowledge of other related fields. It is reasonable to believe that most game 

developers are not experts on the subject attitude change and due to that aid from 

actual expertise seem helpful.  

For this project the Multiple Identification Theory (Williams & Williams, 2007) will 

be used based on its roots in psychology, but mainly due to that it has been tested and 

proven successful in analog games as a method of measurement. The step between 

analog games and digital games are believed to be small in many cases, leaving 

reason to believe that MIT could be useful in a digital game environment as well. 

To judge the MIT‟s contributive qualities for digital game development a modified 

version of Webster and Watson‟s (2002) method for literature review have been used.  

Similar to how the different literature and theories are analyzed by their method every 

step/criteria that the MIT theory states as needed for attitude change, have been taken 

apart and analyzed individually in the same manner. Which of the factors of MIT can 

still can be used and how do we handle and rework the steps that doesn‟t seem to be 

as transferable to the digital medium, are questions this thesis sought to answer in 

order to create attitude changing games that can be played both in a group 

environment, as well as alone in the living room. In addition to the Multiple 

Identification Theory, some game design principles were investigated to see if 

mentioned principles in some cases collide with the ideas of the MIT or if they were 

suitable and could instead enhance one another. 

As Webster and Watson (2002) proclaim the goals of their method mainly is to find 

the key concepts and main differences and similarities between the content used in the 

study. For this project the goal for this analysis was to find and identify the key 

concepts for attitude change in the digital game medium. Which are the most 

important factors, and where should the developers focus their resources?  

The results of the analysis were tested out on existing persuasive games including 

Smoke! (Khaled, 2007) Homeless: it’s no game (Lavender, 2011), America‟s Army 

(U.S Army, 2007) and SPENT (McKinney, 2011) to see whereas they meet the digital 

adaption of the MIT criterion presented by this paper. By doing this we can see an 

identify if there are any patterns in the case games of criterion missing and discuss the 

possible effects they could have on the case games aim for attitude change. The 

specific games were selected for individual reasons, Homeless: it’s no game 

(Lavender, 2011) and Smoke! (Khaled, 2007) were selected as they were created as 

part of academic projects and therefore had lots of documentation regarding the 

development and how to reach out with the attitude change. America‟s Army (U.S 

Army, 2007) was selected as it is most likely the most well-known and most played 

serious game ever made.  SPENT (McKinney, 2011) was selected from a home site 

listing currently popular persuasive games.  
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3.4.1 Limitations of the method 

There are some known limitations of the method, mainly focusing on that there was 

no time to develop an own game using the knowledge gained from the study. To 

compensate for the lack of an original game, existing persuasive games have been 

viewed an analyzed, as part of a backtrack process – could these games have been 

better if they were developed with the MIT principles in mind? Another limitation is 

the overall lack of documented results from existing persuasive attitude changing 

games. Going online, a vast amount of games calling themselves persuasive can be 

found but without proper documentation and measuring methods it very difficult to 

judge and find information whether the games were successful in their aspiration to 

change attitude or not. Due to this, the focus for related works used in this thesis was 

that it had to be built upon academic beliefs with documented method and results.   
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4 Analysis  

The following chapter is dedicated to the analysis of the steps of the Multiple 

Identification Theory. The content of Williams and Williams (2007) theory is 

summarized table 1 below: 

 

 Affective Cognitive Behavioral 

Description of 

Players  

identification 

 Players are emotionally 

involved with the outcome 

of the game and identify 

themselves with the 

character /group they 

portray. 

 Players identify the 

simulation with reality and 

see its principles as valid in 

real life. The game has 

believability. 

Players identify the lessons 

of the game learning that 

has been personally lived, 

accepted and/or chosen. 

Conditions 

facilitating 

each kind of 

identification 

1.  Strong incentives for 

game winners. 

2.  Objective victory or 

defeat criteria. 

3. Assuming name of 

character or group. 

4. Correspondence 

between “real” group 

and/or character and the 

conditions of same in the 

game.  

1. Game structure matches 

reality. 

2. Game process makes 

players aware of match 

between game structure and 

reality.  

3. Postgame debriefing. 

1. Freedom to behaviorally 

experience and/or execute a 

wide range of possible 

strategies and receive 

feedback. 

2. Replay game. 

3. Post game debriefing. 

 

Indicators of 

Attitude 

Change 

Emotional investment in 

game enhances learning 

and memory; may develop 

new affect for group 

and/or character. Affective 

indicator of attitude 

change. 

Develop new schemes or 

beliefs; intellectual change. 

Develop personal 

commitment to new 

behaviors; transfer of game 

lesson‟s to other settings. 

 Table 1: Summary of Multiple Identification Theory as a Model for Attitude Change 
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4.1 Affective attitude change criterion  

Affective identification is the first part of the attitude change process presented by the 

MIT. Its focus lies as the name implies on affection and how to catch the attention and 

motivate the audience for the wanted attitude change. Affective identification sets the 

very foundation for deeper, more lasting attitude change and its criteria is mandatory 

to be fulfilled to some degree for further criterions to be reachable to a sufficient level 

(Williams & Williams, 2007).  

 

4.1.1 The importance of strong incentives for game winners 

This condition is strongly linked with motivation and engagement, and is, based on its 

current description better described as “strong incentives to play at all“. If the players 

don‟t care about the outcome of the game, there is often little or no reason for them to 

play at all, leading to that the game doesn‟t teach the player anything, nonetheless 

change their attitude.  As part of the affective identification step, this condition “sets 

the stage” for further learning as motivation and engagement enhances comprehension 

and memory, two mandatory skills for learning and more importantly creating a 

change within one person (Sousa, 1995). This condition can also be fulfilled by 

external means by offering real-life money or (if in a class) extra credits or points 

based upon the results. 

To meet the criteria of a strong incentive to win by in-game means it is easier to 

obtain that in a multiplayer environment, whereas the players will to win over one 

another can be driving factor, even if the game on its own doesn‟t really engage. This 

means that even poorly executed games or very simple, almost trivial games still can 

engage players if it gives the option to defeat and win over each other.  Examples of 

this can be seen in many classical board games such as Ludo, which can be fun and 

engaging even though it has very simple rules and framework.   

In a single-player environment this condition is much harder to achieve, as you cannot 

rely on the social factor at all, meaning that you will have to motivate the player to 

play and win by other means.  In many cases developers still try motivate the players 

through competition, simply by replacing the other players with computer-controlled 

opponents. This is true for many of these in this day and age popular party games 

such as the Singstar or Guitar Hero-series, whereas they do often supply single-player 

modes where the other player‟s roles are filled by computer AI.  

The solution of adding AI as replacement for other (real) players may work well in 

some cases, but requires the game to deliver on other areas such as graphics, sound or 

a very compelling gameplay for example.  Another way is to add some kind of story 

to the game. The mentioned party games does in many cases add some kind of story 

or career mode in their games for alone players to enjoy, making them more similar to 

regular single-player games.  Story can be a very important factor to create a strong 

incentive for game winners, by creating a setting and story the players care about. A 

story that involves the players can by doing so become the very goal for the game 

itself – the reason to win is to see what happens, whereas the price of winning is more 

pieces of the story. 

 However for very rule-simple games, like Ludo or Yatzy, that live almost entirely on 

the social factor would even with state-of the art graphics/sound, AI opponents and/or 
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a deep complex story most certainly still be a pretty dull game.  The basic game 

mechanics aren‟t simply engaging enough on its own. 

 

An involving story is although not always necessary to engage the players, strong, 

intuitive, fun and/or addictive game mechanics can achieve just as much.  If this 

condition is to be fulfilled, which according to Williams & Williams (2007) is 

mandatory for accomplishing attitude change, some way engage the player to 

continue to play and win (whether it is against other human players or against the 

game itself) is needed.   

If a developer of an aspiring attitude changing game were to ignore the incentive to 

play/win factor, it is highly likely that the players would not remain playing long and 

by doing so avoid being affected by the games message and their current attitude will 

remain and not change.  

However there isn‟t a simple answer on how to create either an involving story or a 

per-automatic fun and addictive game play mechanics.  What good storytelling is, 

have been discussed since ancient times and will not be looked into further in this 

chapter. However, if planning to create an incentive to play through the story, the 

developers should investigate what kind of stories the planned target audience prefer 

in consideration to classical good story telling principles.   

 Accomplishing fun, engaging gameplay mechanics that can motivate the players to 

play is naturally not a unique criteria for attitude games, it is as mandatory for all 

forms of game design. Schell (2008) focuses the beginning of his work on just 

motivation, creating fun and a need/incentive to play which indicates how important it 

is for a successful game. The lenses that come to mind are three of the most basic 

ones; the lens of Fun, the lens of Essential experience, the lens of the Player which 

provides the following questions: 

 Who is the target audience of our game? 

 What does the target players expect from our game? 

 Which of the expected things does our game fulfill? 

 Which of the expected things does our game not fulfill, can these be added? 

 What parts of the game did the players enjoy the most? 

 What parts did they enjoy the least and are those parts necessary?  

As can been seen the questions rely heavily on learning and knowledge of the target 

audience. This important knowledge can only be achieved through discussion and 

continuous play testing which is such a mandatory thing that it is often forgotten or 

lowly prioritized due to the relative high cost and eventual logistic problems that 

comes with arranging play tests with the various target audiences (Schell, 2008).     

4.1.2 The importance of objective victory or defeat criteria 

In the studies of the MIT this condition refers to that their games had ending scenarios 

whereas all the participating players had the chance to still end the game with a 

positive result. That was done by a point system where every player with a positive 

score where winners and those with negative points was declared losers. This is 

opposed to a scenario where the single winner automatically declarers all other 

players as losers of the game.  The positive effects of using this system is that players 

have a chance to improve their result till the very end, even if an opponent has an 
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unreachable advantage the players can still be motivated to compete and raise their 

own ending score.   

Having a more open ended scenario also encourages the players to experiment and try 

out different strategies as the results can pay out in more different ways. Different  

strategies being proven successful/unsuccessful but at different degrees adds more 

depth to the game and is compared to a   plain two-way ending (win/lose) often gives 

a more realistic picture of the games subject as reality seldom is simply black and 

white (Williams & Williams, 2007).  

As far as game design goes the importance of these criteria is depending on the type 

of game developed. For a story-heavy more linear game there is no expressed need for 

an objective victory/defeat criteria, as focus may lie in provide an entertaining 

experience rather than creating an open ending.  On the other hand competitive 

multiplayer games are often similar in their design as they often aim for higher replay-

ability then strict single-player games. A multiplayer game is depending on having 

objectives for victory/defeat interesting enough to last for multiple game sessions.  

Schell (2008) mentions these differences but there are no lenses focused on the 

win/defeat criteria alone, but the lenses mentioned for creating freedom and room for 

different strategies as seen in section 4.3.1 could be taken in consideration.  

The Objective victory or defeat criteria is important to consider as it enhances other 

more important criteria‟s such as the Freedom to behaviorally experience and/or 

execute a wide range of possible strategies and receive feedback and Replay game 

criteria. Two criteria that were proven to have large impact on the received attitude 

change (Williams & Williams, 2007). 

4.1.3 The importance of assuming name of character or group 

This condition is perhaps the most important one for achieving the keyword for all 

attitude change – believability.  When aspiring to change attitude, there is most likely 

some form of character or group involved in the subject of change, from which 

perspective the experience may be enhanced. For example if the subject is the 

immigration, the assumed character could naturally be a person coming to a new 

country, but it could also be the politicians in charge of immigration-related questions 

or someone working at the immigration services.  By assuming the role of a character 

and/or group you create something the players hopefully can relate to. In the MIT 

game sessions conducted by the Williams and Williams (2008), the different players 

assumed different roles to strengthen the players overall experience.   In these 

sessions the players tended to put their character/group in a favorable light and 

egodefensive behavioral mechanisms caused the players to get more emotional 

attached to their role, and engaged in the outcome of the game.  

In Williams and Williams (2008) OCEAN WIND project, the players took the roles of 

native tribes in America during the time of colonization. Each player controlled a 

different tribe and the game was based upon how the tribes should interact with each 

other and with the European settlers whose actions were controlled by the game 

directors.  The game flow was thus controlled by the different players and the game 

directors and the players where involved and engaged in the gameplay by the actions 

of one another.  This as well as the pre-mentioned incentives for game winner is 

something much harder to obtain in a single player environment due to the fact that all 

roles apart from the player will need to be controlled in a different manner. For the 

OCEAN WIND project all other native tribes and the European settlers would have to 

be controlled by the computer to give the player a chance the experience a similar 
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session. This puts high demands on the quality of the computer-controlled elements of 

the game. The computerized roles need to act and behave strategic, logical, and feel 

believable and natural. The computer must also be flexible and response to the actions 

while still following the pre-mentioned codex.  Creating such complex computerized 

behavior is a very time and resource consuming process but highly favorable for 

creating an affective identification change which is needed for further  and deeper 

attitude change among the players.(Williams & Williams, 2007).  

Schell (2008) contributes to the subject of role assumption and in-game characters by 

offering the following questions for the game developers to consider:  

 Is my avatar (the player‟s character) an ideal form that will appeal to my 

players? 

 Does my avatar have iconic qualities that let a player project themselves into 

the character?   

 What are the roles I need the characters to fill? 

 Which characters map well into which roles? 

 Can any character fill more than one role? 

 What traits define my characters? 

 How do these traits manifest themselves in the words, actions and appearance 

of my character? 

By attempting to answer these questions the character development can be made as 

efficient as possible and focus on the factors most important to creating characters 

that fulfills the roles needed.   

The need of great characters naturally becomes higher in a game focused on single-

players due to that without the social interactions between the players, the in-game 

characters become the only interactions for the player to consider, and if the 

characters does not act or feel believable for the theme they are to represent the whole 

game will be affected negatively in a higher rate than a multiplayer game, where the 

players interactions among each other may save the player experience. 

4.1.4 The importance of correspondence between “real” group and/or character 

and the conditions of same in the game 

Closely related to the importance of assuming the role of character and/or group, this 

condition aims to increase the games overall believability by making sure the 

characters and settings of the game assembles reality as much as needed to create a 

trustworthy experience for the target audience.   The goal of creating correspondence 

is to make the players believe that the groups/characters they see in the game behave 

somehow similar to how they would do in the real world. This condition is fulfilled by 

doing a lot of research and background checking.   As for the OCEAN WIND case,  

Williams and Williams spent weeks  ahead of the project studying the time period in 

which the their simulation game takes place. How did the native tribes act? How did 

the European settlers act? What types of relations did the different groups have with 

each other? By researching these questions depth was added to the OCEAN WIND 

project, leading the players to be more involved and engaged in the game session. If 

the players start to doubt the events of the game and start to think in terms of “I don‟t 

think it happened like that” it will break the immersion and the players will see the 

game as just only a game and nothing more, leading to that the affective identification 

will have its effects reduced.  
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 Using the same questions provided in the previous section namely: What traits define 

my characters? and How do these traits manifest themselves in the words, actions and 

appearance of my character? It is important to determine the traits and behavioral 

data of the characters/groups that are to be portrayed in the game, from a broader 

perspective. Unlike the case with a fictional game where the developers may analyze 

their characters/groups only from an in-game perspective, they may for an attitude 

changing game also analyze the portrayed characters assemblance to their real-life 

counterpart.    

As most games are pure fiction there is often little documented on how to create a 

real-life correspondence in traditional game design books. This includes the work of 

Schell and to judge however this criteria is fulfilled we have to work beyond the 

frame of tradition game design.  

 In the Homelessness: It’s no game case Lavender (2011) studied how homelessness 

had been portrayed in films and games before in addition to doing interviews with real 

homeless in the area.  The combination of research of previous (preferably successful) 

portraying (if available) and interviews/research on the real occurrence and based on 

the results of the game it seem as a useful way to go providing good background on 

the subject. 

4.2 Cognitive attitude change criterion  

These criteria focusing hard on reality matching, making the players aware that they 

experience in-game is not only entertainment but contains a message, something to 

think and reflect about. Cognitive identification occurs when the player starts to think 

about his actions while playing and connects lessons learnt in-game with reality. 

4.2.1 The importance of game structure matches reality 

This condition is the first to affect the second form of attitude change – the cognitive 

identification. It is similar to the criteria stating that the groups and characters of the 

game should be based on reality but this criteria state that the game structure itself 

should match reality. To accomplish this condition, it is important to identify which 

factors that are apparent in the real-world and convert them into the game. Williams 

and Williams (2007) use the term game truth and life truths to help understand how to 

work around this criterion. A life truth is something based on reality – like rules 

and/or common knowledge e.g. the odds of winning at a casino is very slim. Game 

truths are how things work inside the game, and could be the opposite – that there is 

very high chance to win at the in-game casino.  An example where game structure 

matches reality could be that the odds of winning in a casino in-game were the same 

as winning in a real casino, e.g. very low (Williams & Williams, 2007).  

How to match reality naturally differs a lot based on what kind of theme or subject 

your game wants to portray, and thus the challenge lies in identifying the variables 

that control the situations and determine their relations with each other.  If the subject 

is living the 3
rd

 world (a common theme for attitude changing games) the variables 

that are of importance could be safety, wealth, hunger and health for example. These 

variables are then affected by factors such as money, food, water, medicine etc. and 

matching game structure with reality is all about making these variables and factors 

have a logical and reasonable effect on each other. What contributes most to the 

health of the inhabitants of the 3
rd

 world, is it food, the supply of fresh water or 

perhaps the access to medicine? Finding the answers for these kinds of questions may 
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help the developers create a game fulfilling this condition, which is of equal 

importance in both single-player games and multiplayer ones as in the case of the 

Williams study. Researching the subject/theme of the game thoroughly is the best tip 

for building a game setting that can represent the real world situation (Williams & 

Williams, 2008). The key here is to identify the key elements of most importance for 

the subject of attitude change, something best done by tedious research. With the key 

elements identified the game should be built around these keys. When in need of 

cutting away material, everything related to the key elements should be considered the 

game core and the removal/simplifications/etc. should be done on the material outside 

the identified core. This is because the core elements are judged as most important for 

portraying the theme/subject.  

However, when working with storytelling and drama in general it is common to 

amplify certain aspects of reality, by exaggerating and/or enhancing certain elements. 

This is often made to highlight certain elements of the story or simply for making the 

experience for the public more engaging, access- and enjoyable.  Picturing the world 

just as it is without enhancing any elements would in many cases the lead to pretty 

dull stories, hence this method is a powerful tool commonly used in films, games as 

well as in other forms of media. A love story could exaggerate what the characters do 

in the name of love, and a story about the police could exaggerate the cruelty of the 

bad guys to make it easier to feel for and justify the actions of the police.  

But does this collide with the statement that attitude changing games should have a 

structure matching reality?  The keyword is once again “believability”, when taking 

on a serious subject it is often unwanted to exaggerate things to the extent that the 

viewers (or users in the case of a game) stop believing that the events occurring are 

too constructed or are unrealistic (Bohner & Wänke, 2002). The thing with 

believability is that it‟s the user‟s perceived believability that sets the bar and not the 

actual degree of how much your product assembles reality. This means that it is still 

usable to enhance certain elements, enlarge certain connections between two variables 

etc. to make the theme more accessible as long as the players still feel that it‟s 

believable. To make sure the game has a fair amount of believability test studies 

among the targeted audience should be performed regularly during the development 

of the game. 

4.2.2 Game process makes players aware of match between game structure and 

reality.  

This criterion is a follow-up on the previous “Game structure matches reality” criteria 

and aims to make the player aware of that the game is trying to picture something real 

– something that could happen in the real-world. To achieve this criteria the game 

should be analyzed to identify what Williams and Williams (2008) calls game truths – 

indicating what rules and phenomena that are true within the game. Game truths can 

be more or less complex and includes how things act, reacts and relates to another 

within the game world.   

 

For Homelessness: it’s no game (Lavender, 2011) notable game truths are: 

 Food cost money 

 Having money raises self esteem 

 Being clean raises self esteem 

 Churches provides bathroom usage for no cost   
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Assuming these game truths are following the importance of game structure matches 

reality (section 4.2.1) and are based on proper research the game developers should 

try to inform the players about the match. Williams and Williams (2007) did this 

directly by, during the game sessions, telling the players how things worked back then 

(their game was about the European colonization of America).  Taking this to the 

digital plane should not be too complicated as the computer could take the role of 

informing observer. How the information is presented can be done more or less subtle 

and be more or less intertwined with the actual gameplay. Information about items 

and places within the game is an example how this could be done.  

Due to that reality matching normally isn‟t mandatory for game development or game 

design there is less documented on the subject and it is unmentioned in the game 

design works of Schell (2008) and, Zimmerman & Salen (2004). This leads to a lack 

of specific guidelines for how to create reality match or how to make the players 

aware of the match specifically through digital games.  Research remain as the main 

thing to do for developers trying to create something based on reality, it could be 

everything from locations to how different kind of animals move or how a weapon 

sounds and look. If the aim is to make something realistic, the more the real world 

counterpart is studied and analyzed the better the odds are for the digital creation to 

feel real and believable (Bohner & Wänke, 2002).  

 

4.2.3 The importance of debriefing 

The postgame debriefing criteria are important for both the cognitive and the 

behavioral steps of attitude change.  Debriefing in this case refers to the process 

where the participant reflects over the game session and the outcome. This process is 

often separated from the actual game, and can take the form of group discussions, 

interviews and/or questionnaires (Williams & Williams, 2007).  Debriefing is 

essential as it can be hard to actually focus on the subject of change, while in the 

middle of an intense game session. Given time, reflecting on the events of the game 

afterwards might therefore give the players new insight needed for a lasting change of 

attitude. 

Today most serious games with an attitude changing approach are developed for 

schools and/or similar organizations, leading to that these games have a natural room 

for debriefing as where the students (or likewise) can discuss their game experience.  

Group based debriefings were proven effective for the Williams & Williams projects 

(2007, 2008) resulting in a higher rate of attitude change compared to the participants 

not included in the postgame debriefing sessions.  

Alternatives to group based debriefing are adding the debriefing into the actual game. 

This is true for some serious games were an in-game debriefing is provided. This can 

take its form of a questionnaire at the end of game and/ or some form of statistic on 

how well the player performed along with guidelines and comments regarding the 

player‟s actions. 

Another useful tool that can be used for the purpose of creating a debriefing is 

creating a community around the game with forums where the players can meet and 

discuss their experiences. There is however, no guarantee the players will use the 

forums at all or if they will discuss the actual attitude change part of the game. In any 

case having a place where the players can meet and discuss is still positive and since 

its standard for commercial titles, there is no reason for attitude changing games to 
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not provide the same service. Apart from the possible maintenance costs of the 

community/forums there aren‟t any tradeoffs or real reasons for not having one.    

Schell (2008) also foster a good community and to succeed in creating this the 

following questions should be answered: 

 What conflict is at the heart of my community 

 Why do players need each other? 

The heart of conflict in this case should preferable be the subject of attitude change, 

and if the subject is complex enough it should enhancing the players to discuss and 

get more involved in the specific subject.  

4.3 Behavioral attitude change criterion  

The final form of identification is behavioral identification meaning that the player 

will now use his/hew new insight to act different in reality. Naturally the results of 

this cannot be seen in-game, but the tools to enhance this new behavior are. These 

criteria focuses on making the player think by providing options and variations, 

granting them the will of testing and experimenting and seeing the result of their 

choices. 

4.3.1 The importance of freedom to behaviorally experience and/or execute a 

wide range of possible strategies and receive feedback 

To achieve a true attitude change it is required that the person in question transfers 

his/her new attitude into concrete actions. Only when a person - affected by new 

ideas, through reflecting over the new knowledge, starts a new behavior, one can 

finally claim that a complete attitude change has occurred. (Bohner & Wänke, 2002). 

To achieve this condition through the game medium, it is important to make the 

players think. You want the players to reflect over their actions, think through their 

choices and also see the results of their decisions.  The game should provide the 

players with options, and make the players see how their actions and consequences 

are connected, how everything within the game is related to one another (Williams & 

Williams, 2007). Achieving strategic depth makes it favorable to make non-linear 

gameplay, with many roads to the end whereas every road provides its own unique set 

of challenges, information and/or results. However, creating this type of dynamic, 

non-linear games requires much time and resources, every additional path needs its 

content and the more you add naturally the costs and work effort will scale 

exponentially.   

Therefore it is good to note that it is possible to create a huge strategically depth with 

relatively few resources as well, by creating dynamic rules for the game. This often 

true for traditional board games where the physical game elements can be very limited 

but the strategic depth close to unlimited.   For the OCEAN WIND project (Williams 

& Williams, 2007) set in time period for the colonization of America the strategic 

possibilities came mainly from the players choices regarding the relations with the 

other native tribes (other players) and the European settlers (the game director). The 

choices between cooperation and competition set the stage for the game and led to 

different scenarios; what happens if all natives group up against the settlers? What 

happens if all native tribe tries to destroy one another, what if all wants to co-operate 

with the settlers? These options made each game session differ from the other and end 

in different ways, allowing the players to see how their choices affected the outcome.   
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Arguable the entire test different strategies and receive feedback-concept is easier to 

obtain in a multiplayer format where the other players are more or less bound to reply 

to each other‟s moves, creating instant feedback as you can see directly of your latest 

actions affected your co-players. In addition human players tend to act more 

unpredictable and even irrational from case to case compared to computerized 

opponents, making the game sessions as whole more varying and unpredictable, while 

forcing the players to test and try different tactics to see where it leads.  

Without the human - human interaction the freedom to behaviorally experience and 

test out different strategies can come from either replacing the human players with the 

computer and/or from a dynamic set of rules.  In any case, when summarized and 

taken to its edge, it all comes down to that the game must provides the player with 

meaningful choices.  It is from having a choice that matters the tension and 

excitement found in many game is born and it‟s the key to all form of strategy (Schell, 

2009). Furthermore, to achieve the goal of providing the player with meaningful 

choices the developers should ask themselves the following: 

 What choices am I asking the players to make? 

 Are they meaningful? How? 

 Am I giving the players the right number of choices? 

 Would more choices  make the players feel more powerful? 

 Would fewer make the game clearer? 

 Are there any dominant strategies?  

Answering these questions might provide useful insight and enhance the development 

of a game with meaningful choices - the essential key to strategic and free gameplay.  

It is also essential to not forget about the feedback part; hence the meaningfulness of 

the choices is important.  Providing different choices that don‟t have any effect of the 

outcome only creates smoke and mirrors and might have a negative, motivation-

reducing effect on the players if they realize their choices and decisions are 

meaningless.  

4.3.2 The importance of replay game 

Similar to with education and learning – repetition is a powerful tool for Attitude 

change as well. Continuous exposure to new information will sooner or later reach 

through and with new insight and new behavior might follow, completing the attitude 

change process (Sousa, 1995).  

Creating a game that players want to return to multiple times (improving the attitude 

change aspects) can be achieved in multiple ways. For multiplayer-focused games the 

challenge between the players can be the reason to replay the game, for this to be true 

the game require a set of dynamic and fun rules which makes each session unique and 

appealing. If the game is too predictable or lacks variation the players will soon get 

bored and stop playing. Perfect dynamic rules can also create addictive single-player 

experiences.  

The ideal idea is to create an immortal set of rules, that similar to legendary games 

such as Chess (multiplayer) or Tetris (single-player) which due to its close perfect 

rules have been played over and over for ages. However with digital media, with new 

technology and graphics improving on a yearly basis, it is unlikely that we will ever 

be able to create some something that will be played in 5 or even a year from now for 
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other than retro purpose. Creating something fun and engaging that the players feel 

satisfied to play against each other for enough times for the attitude message to go 

through should however be doable (even though there is no set time for long it takes 

for the change to occur).  

Reason to replay the game can also come from the games story and number of 

choices. If the game follows the advice of containing multiple options to test and 

execute different strategies receiving feedback – that can also become a reason to 

replay the game. Many players would want to see what would happen if they acted 

different, and would play the game multiple times to test different things and/or find 

the best solution to the challenges provided by the game.  In a similar way a dynamic 

story can keep the players interested. If different behavior in-game leads to different 

turns in the story, players would replay the game to act differently and see the new 

outcome of their actions. The numbers of options/turns in the story sets the limit for 

how replay-able the game will be, as even the best of games will lose the players 

attention when it‟s been seen through the end with all story-twists and options tested 

out.  

Whether the replay-ability comes from the rules, the story or the number of choices 

the key to achieve this condition seem to lie in achieve variation. The game needs 

something that can make every game session unique or at least different from the 

previous.  A game that never changes and remains the same every time you start it 

will never last longer than one play-through per player, and is true for both single-

player and multiplayer games.   

Another way to make the attitude change message reach the players is making the 

game large and long enough to complete that the players have to spend much time in 

order to reach the end. This option put high demands on the motivational qualities of 

the game, as it needs to be fun and engaging enough for the players to return multiple 

times to play it to the end. This option is also more similar to how many entertaining 

(mainly single-player) games work – as they put most of to create a high-tense 

experience from beginning to end and less focus on making the game interesting a 

second time.  

4.4 Limitations of the MIT 

The Multiple Identification Theory states the most important criteria for achieving 

attitude change, tested by group-based analog games. Translating the MIT to digital 

games works surprisingly well in most cases but due to the nature of digital media 

there are some missing elements as well. Most of the differences between the analog 

field and the digital game environment (game controls, interfaces, audio etc.) have 

been judged to have very little or no effect on the actual attitude change process and 

will not be discussed further. There is, however, some new elements related to the 

digital game medium deemed necessary to be taken in consideration. This includes 

the creation of flow, a state-of-the-mind which have become sort of a key concept to 

obtain in modern game design as it is believed to provide immersion, motivation and 

keep the players engaged (Schell, 2008).  

4.4.1 Creating flow 

The term flow as stated by Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi refers to the sense of mind that 

occurs when fully concentrated and focused on a specific task or experience.  It is 

completely focused motivation, and the highest form of single-minded immersion 

(Csikzentmihalyi, 1990).  This term which has its roots in psychology has been 
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adopted by the game industry where it describes the sense of having absolute control. 

In game terminology flow is a state of mind where the player stops thinking about that 

he/she is playing a game, stops thinking about the controls and where the challenge is 

just perfectly attuned for the skill of the current player.  The state of flow is that is 

also often called “being in the zone” or “being in the groove” (Wikipedia, 2009) and 

is often something desired by the game developers as it indicates that the game has at 

least some engaging and immersive qualities. 

How can flow contribute to attitude change then?  According to studies by Sulz 

(2000) and Jenova (2007) flow has a significant effect on both learning as well as 

motivation. When being in the state of flow, the mind filters away the surroundings 

and becomes fully focused on the current task and thus more receivable for new 

information, improving their overall learning (Sulz, 2000). Learning and attitude 

change are often related as much of attitude change can come from learning and 

seeing things from new perspectives. That motivation is an important factor for 

achieving attitude change was something we established in the “strong incentives for 

game winners” section. In addition if flow can improve and increase both the player‟s 

motivation and acceptance of new information, there is reason to believe that 

knowledge of creating flow can affect the games attitude changing properties in a 

positive way. In his research on how to create flow in video games, Jenova (2007) 

comes to the conclusions that there are three fundamental conditions to fulfill: 

 The game is intrinsically rewarding, and the player is up to play the game. 

 The game offers right amount of challenges to match with the player‟s     

ability, which allows him/her to delve deeply into the game. 

 The player needs to feel a sense of personal control over the game activity. 

(Schell, 2009) follows this train of thought by adding the following questions for 

game developers to consider:   

 Does my game have clear goals? 

 Are the goals of the player the same goals I intended? 

 Do parts of the game distract players so they forget their goal? If so, can                 

these distractions be reduced or tied into the game goals? 

 Does my game provide a steady stream of gradually increasing challenges?                  

The key to create flow in a game is to find a balance between the challenges the game 

provide and the player‟s ability. To accomplish this testing on the targeted audience is 

(yet again) to recommend since you can determinate, what kind of skills these players 

generally possess and what kinds of challenges do they like etc.  In addition when 

working with attitude change specifically, it is important to intertwine the attitude 

change with the game to avoid making it a distraction for the players, which could be 

the case if the theme of attitude change felt placed “on top of” the game experience 

and not created alongside and around it. Similar problems are common in the 

educational games industry, where games often received critique for that the 

educational part and the gaming part feel too separated.  

The question Are the goals of the player the same goals I intended, also points at an 

important factor to take in moderation.  If the main goal of the developers is to create 

attitude change it is important to be aware of that the player‟s goal much likely is 

different from that.  The scenario where a player picks up a game with the intention 

“I’m going to play this game to change my attitude” feels somehow unbelievable and 
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therefore it is important to create strong, fun, immersive and self-motivating games 

with clear in-game goals the player can work hard for to complete, while receiving the 

attitude changing message more or less unaware.  

4.5 Key concept identification 

Looking at the MIT criteria one might feel overwhelmed by the all the things one has 

to take in consideration for achieving attitude change. However at a closer 

investigation it is easy to determine a pattern in the criteria. These patterns have been 

deemed to be the key concepts of the multiple identification theory and are as 

following: motivation, reality matching and believability.  

4.5.1 Motivation 

Motivation is the first identified key concept is motivation, focusing on creating a 

need and a will to play the game. It is about commitment and engagement and is the 

key concept most similar to regular non-persuasive games. If the players see no 

reason to play, why should they?  

Figure 2 Criteria related to Motivation (Williams & Williams, 2008) 

This figure shows which criteria that are most important to motivate the players. As 

seen the players need a reason to win, opportunities to test new strategies and room 

for improvements creating a reason to revisit the game. These criteria are according to 

Williams and Williams (2007, 2008) believed to create engagement and enjoyment 

among the players, making them more receivable of the games message and 

preventing them from quit playing before any the attitude change aspects are in effect.  
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4.5.2 Reality Match 

The second identified key concept is reality match which mainly affects the following 

MIT criteria seen in figure 3 (below). 

  Figure 3 Criteria related to reality match (Williams & Williams, 2008) 

These criteria focus on establishing a connection between the game and reality, 

making sure they aren‟t too far apart – that the game presents real facts and reliable 

information, which according to Williams and Williams (2007) is important for 

achieving attitude change. Matching reality requires knowledge and research on the 

subject portrayed in the game. The terms life truths and game truths seem as useful 

tool to achieve this goal as it presents the information in an easily understandable 

manner and makes what‟s true in-game comparable with reality.  

4.5.3 Believability 

The final identified key concept is believability. Strongly connected to the reality 

match identification this concept refers to the process of making the players aware of 

and believing in the information provided by the game.  

Figure 4 Criteria related to believability (Williams & Williams, 2008) 

Notably believability is not the same as reality matching; one can make things feel 

convincing and trustworthy even if it doesn‟t actually match reality at all. 

Believability can be important for non-persuasive games as well and includes creating 

the right feeling for the game in terms of visuals, story and audio among others. A 

rifle making an authentic sound is an example of creating believability in a regular 

entertainment game, and can be important even if the rifle in mention is a future rifle 

that no one knows of it actually would sound. This form of believability increases the 

immersion (Bohner and Wänke, 2002).  According to the MIT believability is best 
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achieved by making the players aware of the resemblances with reality while playing 

and after the actual game session in the debriefing session, where the results of the 

player‟s actions can be shown and discussed (Williams and Williams, 2007).  

 

4.6 Persuasive game evaluation  

Using the refined MIT guidelines a case study of persuasive games have been 

performed to see how they perform in this perspective and whether some patterns can 

be seen for where this type of games seem to fail and need improvements etc.  

The games were selected manually. Smoke! (Khaled, 2007) and Homeless: it‟s no 

game (Lavender, 2011) where chosen as they are mentioned repeatedly in this paper 

and were developed as part of academic studies, hence have a lot more documented 

material regarding the development process and results then the average persuasive 

game.  In addition the games America‟s Army (U.S Army, 2009) and Spent were 

selected. American Army was selected due to that is regarded as something of the 

magnus opus of serious games, developed with a budget that most serious games 

could only dream of. The last game Spent (McKinney, 2011) was recommended by a 

friend as a fun persuasive game, which had been used in a school project in civics. 

The games are all very different in their design but all aim to affect the attitude of the 

players, thus qualifying them as persuasive games and suitable for this evaluation.  
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Name: Homeless: it‟s no game 

Developer: T.J Lavender 

Release year: 2011 

Availability: Playable online at www.wetcoastgames.ca/homeless-its-no-game 

Purpose: Raise awareness and improve attitudes toward homeless.  

Description: Homeless is a flash-based retro-looking game that aims to raise 

awareness toward homelessness. The player‟s goal is to survive on the street for a day 

by begging, recycling bottles and selling junk while avoiding being shuffled away by 

the police. The player has four parameters to consider: Thirst, bladder, hunger and 

self-esteem. Being shuffled around, unable to eat or unable to visit a toilette lowers 

self esteem and to avoid this players need to earn money to be able to eat and drink 

and looking for places providing toilettes for free, such as churches.  The game is won 

by increasing self esteem to max while keeping the other three parameters under 

control.  

The game was tested in a study where the participants were divided in three categories 

novel reader, game players and independent control group. All participants then 

answered a questionnaire and a handful was chosen for a more in-depth interview. 

The game had the most positive result, were ~40% of the participants showed 

indications of an attitude change toward homeless.  

 

Figure 5: Screenshot from Homeless: it’s no game  
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Homeless: it’s no game 

Key Concept MIT Criteria Game Performance 

Motivation 1.Strong incentives for 
game winners 

2. Objective victory or 

defeat criteria 

3. Freedom to behaviorally 

experience and/or execute a 

wide range of possible 
strategies and receive 

feedback. 

4. Replay game. 

 

1. None other than the perceived happiness of “saving” 
the homeless character you portray. 

2. Only a single criterion for winning, any other 

behavior results in defeat.  

3. Very limited options for the players to do. Some 

room for variations in how to make money as a 

homeless etc. 

2. Very limited incentives to replay the game, mainly 

due to its duration (approx 5 min). Once beaten there is 

little reason to play again.  

 

Reality match 1. Game structure matches 

reality. 

2. Assuming name of 
character or group 

3. Correspondence between 

“real” group and/or 

character and the 
conditions of same in the 

game. 

 

1. Game resembles reality in a very simplified manner.    

2. Assuming the role of a homeless 

3. Studies of how homeless were portrayed in other 
media (film, other games etc.)+ Interviews with real 

homeless. 

Believability 1. Game process makes 

players aware of match 

between game structure 

and reality.  

2. Post game debriefing.  

 

1. The game does not have any make in-game pointers 

to reality, but states it is based on interviews and field 

research.  

2. No in-game debriefing, questionnaires and 
interviews were used during game tests as part of the 

study the game was developed for. 

Additional 

Comments 

 

General discussion 

regarding the game‟s 

reception, eventual results 
on attitude change and 

other notable observations 

and facts about the game.  

 

 

Homelessness: it‟s no game is focused on short play 

sessions and does not work hard to motivate the player 

to play further. The game was tested on voluntary 
participants and arguable the game would have 

problem to motivate new players outside the test field. 

Indications of this could be seen in the loss of ~33% 

participants from session 1 to session 2 (Lavender, 
2011).  

In addition the game suffered critique for being too 

simple, and unrealistic indicating the developer might 
have gone too far from reality when making the game. 

The game suffers from being too limited, giving few 

options for the player and no reason to replay the game 
trying different strategies.  The studies related to the 

game indicated that ~40% of the players showed a 

change in their attitude toward homeless, leaving 

reason to believe that increased effort on the key 
concepts could improve these numbers. 
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Name: Smoke! 

Developer: Rilla Khaled 

Release year: 2007 

Availability: Playable online at http://rillakhaled.com/V1.swf 

Purpose: Change attitude towards smoking and enhancing persons trying to quit 

Description: Smoke! is a flash-based game in which you take the role of a 19 year 

old teenager named MC (whom can be either male or female) that have decided to 

quit smoking. The gameplay consist of making different choices for how MC should 

spend his/her time and how to react when the urge to smoke is getting high. The game 

also has sections when you can talk with your friends and family getting either 

support or temptations to smoke. In addition there are some mini games consisting of 

shopping or running to test your condition. The game has two parameters Willpower 

and Cravings. As your cravings increase the harder it becomes to refuse smoking and 

you will have to use your willpower to resist the urge. Willpower is earned by support 

from friends and seeing the results of the quitting (e.g. better health). Defending your 

new anti-smoking cause against smoking friends trying to temp you might also build 

willpower but if they see you as cranky they might get upset and you will lose 

willpower when they make fun of your character. Smoke! Processes in scenes each 

representing a day and the whole game focuses on the first month of smoke quitting. 

After the game session the player gets a throughout descriptions how their choises the 

affected the outcome for MC, with details as how much higher/lower the chances got 

for cancer, how much his condition improved/decreased etc. During the development 

the game testers also participated in interviews.   

 
Figure 6: Screenshot from Smoke! 
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Smoke! 

Key Concept MIT Criteria Game Performance 

Motivation 1.Strong incentives for game 

winners 

2. Objective victory or defeat 

criteria 

3. Freedom to behaviorally 
experience and/or execute a 

wide range of possible 

strategies and receive 
feedback. 

4. Replay game. 

 

1. Winning the game with as good results as 

possible. 

2. There are several endings, depending on how you 

perform, ranging from smoking from more the 

earlier to become totally smoke-free. 

3. The game provides a very large amount of 

choices and alternatives each with some sort of 

impact on the final result. 

4. The multiple endings and large amount of 

alternatives and the possibility to play both as male 

and female opens up for multiple play sessions 

trying to find the perfect solution. 

 

Reality Match 1. Game structure matches 

reality. 

2. Assuming name of 
character or group 

3. Correspondence between 

“real” group and/or character 
and the conditions of same in 

the game. 

 

1. Game assembles reality well by adding many 

situations that may occur when trying to quit 

smoking. 

2. You take the role of a 19-year smoker trying to 

quit. 

3. The game takes in consideration many common 
circumstances when trying to quit smoking. Based 

on interviews with current and former smokers.  

Believability 1. Game process makes 
players aware of match 

between game structure and 

reality.  

2. Post game debriefing.  

 

1. Game presents many facts how smoking could 
affect your health and well-being. 

2. Detailed in-game debriefing in the form of details 

on how your choices would presumable affect the 
overall health and well-being over a year. This 

includes percentages for estimated weight loss, 

condition, risk for cancer etc.   

Additional 

Comments 

 

General discussion regarding 
the game‟s reception, 

eventual results on attitude 

change and other notable 
observations and facts about 

the game.  

 

Smoke! is a very good example of a successful 
persuasive game. It is charming, humorous and 

contains much material that anyone who have tried 

or know someone who has tied quit smoking can 
relate to. This makes it easier to care about the 

character and motivates the player to make the good 

decisions. 

The amount of choices and the multiple endings 
open up for experimenting and increases overall 

replay-ability. 

Smoke! also provides a very good example for how 
the debriefing criteria can be achieved in-game with 

facts and consequences for the future based on the 

players decisions.  That these facts also are based on 
real facts and research helps the overall reality 

match and makes the game more believable.  

Smoke! have received very good critics and 

according to Khaled (2007) almost all of the 
participants showed incentives for an emerging anti-

smoking attitude.  
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Name: SPENT 

Developer: McKinney 

Release year: 2011 

Availability: Playable online at http://playspent.org 

Purpose: Raise awareness and understanding of the employment situation in the US. 

Description: Spent is a game about the difficulties of being at the lower parts of 

society. The game let you take the role of a currently unemployed single parent and 

the goal of the month is to make your money last for an entire month. This is easier 

said than done as the game presents you a losing battle against time. Even if you 

manage to get a job the bad scenarios keep adding up. Car taxes, insurance fees, 

electricity bills, kids needing a present for a birthday party, your pet becomes sick etc, 

each providing hard decisions. For example ignoring health insurance might save you 

some money upfront but bite you in the back later on when your character get sick 

later on. The game raise awareness of many the unplanned payment situations that 

may (and likely will) occur during a regular month. In addition your choices are 

complemented with facts about the current situation in the US, such as that over 40 

million Americans don‟t get paid sick leave and thus go to work when feeling ill and 

probably should rest or that over 15% of all Americans at one some point during the 

last year had trouble getting enough to eat. The game is also connected to Facebook 

and players may in some cases try to get help from friends, for example if the landlord 

introduces a 300$ fee for having a pet, there is option to send the pet to friend that is 

also playing the game via Facebook. This is to stimulate discussion about the problem 

and naturally also to spread the game itself.  

 

 

Figure 7: Screenshot from SPENT 
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SPENT 

Key 

Concept 

MIT Criteria Game Performance 

Motivation 1.Strong incentives for game 

winners 

2. Objective victory or defeat 
criteria 

3. Freedom to behaviorally 

experience and/or execute a wide 
range of possible strategies and 

receive feedback. 

4. Replay game. 

 

1. The games save how much money you have left in the end 

of the month – and can be compared to other players result via 

social medias as twitter and facebook which creates a 
competitive incentive to play and “win”. 

2. The money-in-the-end works as a high score and there is big 

room for variation and different results. 

 

Reality 

match 

1. Game structure matches reality. 

2. Assuming name of character or 

group 

3. Correspondence between “real” 

group and/or character and the 

conditions of same in the game. 

 

1. The scenarios of the game contain legit information and 

prices for different occurrences match with reality. 

2. You assume the role of an average low-income single parent 
in the United States of America.  

3. Your character situation is based on research and statistics 

regarding the targeted society group.   

 

Believability 1. Game process makes players 

aware of match between game 

structure and reality.  

2. Post game debriefing.  

 

1. In game scenarios are complemented with real-life facts 

from the governmental studies and statistics, which the players 

are informed about whilst playing.  

2. Lacks debriefing in the form of  compiled statistics of your 

results or an extern debriefing in form of questionnaire but do 

support links to related pages and forums where the matter can 
be discusses and studied further by the ones interested.   

Additional 

Comments 

General discussion regarding the 

game‟s reception, eventual results 
on attitude change and other 

notable observations and facts 

about the game.  

 

 SPENT‟s strength lies in the connection to social medias such 

as Twitter and Facebook as it motivates the player to beat their 
friends “score”. One might argue for the risk that the 

competitive element might draw away attention from the 

problem portrayed, but with the adding of “unavoidable” real-

life facts in-game and the very design of the game as a losing 
battle you cannot win it is very hard to see pass the message of 

the game. 

That the game is based upon statistics done by American 
governmental institutes raises the games believability and with 

the aid of Urban Ministry of Durham, interviews with the 

portrayed society groups help building up truthful scenarios 
matching reality.   
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Name: America‟s Army (3)  

Developer: U.S Army 

Release year: 2007-2011 

Availability: Downloadable at http://www.americasarmy.com (requires Steam) 

Purpose: Make more (young) people interested in joining the army 

Description: America‟s Army is a full 3D first person shooter (fps) developed on 

behalf of the U.S Army as a marketing tool for the army. The purpose of the game 

was to increase the interest for the military and making more young people join the 

army. This qualifies America‟s Army as a persuasive game as well as it indicates it 

want to change the attitude towards the army, making it more appealing. In terms of 

gameplay America‟s Army is based around team battles, in many ways similar to 

popular entertainment games like Counter Strike and Call of Duty. The main 

difference lies in that America‟s Army emphasize that their game is more realistic 

with the same kind of gear, weapons, and tactics etc. that the military use in real life. 

You can still enjoy the game as you would with an ordinary action game, which was 

an intended move according to the developers. America‟s Army is arguable one of the 

most famous games that can qualify as a serious game, mainly due to the high 

resources spent on development and foremost marketing of the game. America‟s 

Army both look, feel and sound like a “real game” which is more than can be said 

about most serious games whom often are very limited in their execution. In addition 

America‟s Army has a strong, continuous support and development organization 

providing new content (maps, weapons etc.) and on regular basis they have even 

released entire new versions of the game greatly improving graphics and bringing the 

game more up to date with the current entertainment games. The current version of 

America‟s Army is the third one, commonly called AA3 and is the version tested out 

in this evaluation.  

 

Figure 8: Screenshot from Americas Army (3) 

http://www.americasarmy.com/
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America’s Army (3) 

Key Concept MIT Criteria Game Performance 

Motivation 1.Strong incentives for game winners 

2. Objective victory or defeat criteria 

3. Freedom to behaviorally experience 
and/or execute a wide range of possible 

strategies and receive feedback. 

4. Replay game. 

 

1. The players play to complete the missions and win in 

multiplayer battles. In addition good players are 

recommended to and linked to recruitment sites for the 
actual U.S military. 

 

2. The missions/battles may only end in victory or 

defeat, but individual player stats give room for 
improvement and reason to play good even when 

“losing”. 

 
 3. The missions often let you tryout different strategies 

and in player vs. player combat and/or player vs. AI 

combat it is always unpredictable as you have to adapt 

based on the other players actions. 

4. Multiple scenarios, missions and maps in addition to 

multiple weapons and tactics to try out make the game 

dynamic and add replay-ability. 

Reality Match 1. Game structure matches reality. 

2. Assuming name of character or group 

3. Correspondence between “real” group 

and/or character and the conditions of 
same in the game. 

 

1.  All details in the game in terms of gear, weapons, 

tactics etc. are based on the real American military. 

2. The game is proud of being similar to reality and is 

the main unique selling point of the game used in the 
marketing process of the game.  

3. Statistics over your progress as a soldier provided in 

addition access to forums and information provided by 
the U.S Army themselves (homepage) 

Believability 1. Game process makes players aware of 

match between game structure and 

reality.  

2. Post game debriefing.  

 

1. Multiple scenarios, missions and maps in addition to 

multiple weapons and tactics to try out make the game 

dynamic and add replay-ability.  

2. Statistics over your progress as a soldier provided in 

addition access to forums and information provided by 

the U.S Army themselves (homepage) 

Additional 

Comments 

General discussion regarding the game‟s 

reception, eventual results on attitude 

change and other notable observations 
and facts about the game.  

 

 America‟s Army provides a very special experience. It 

looks and sounds like a regular entertainment game of 

the same genre, but it do actual emphasize on its reality 
matching and to complete the missions and be effective 

on the battlefield in the game you must take in 

consideration the tactics and strategies the real army 
uses, and that the game indicate and let you train in 

performing.  Playing America‟s Army like any other 

first-person shooter may still work but will more than 

often lead to a very quick demise. 

The main-critique found against the game is that it is in 

some way war-romancing, that you should not praise 

and score killing effectiveness in the way the game do. 
That aside the game have been a huge success with 

thousands of unique players and according to the 

developers the game has contributed in an increase of 

new army recruits.   
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5 Conclusion 

5.1 Results 

The results of this study can be seen in two steps. The first is the results of the 

analysis regarding the Multiple Identification Theory‟s capabilities to work in a 

digital game environment. The second result is the discussion regarding the 

persuasive game evaluation where the four games were tested using the multiple 

identification theory‟s principles.  

5.1.1 MIT in a digital game environment summary 

By studying each step of the MIT individually and comparing the steps with 

documented game design principles some key concepts have been identified as the 

most important factors for achieving attitude change through computer games. The 

first concept is motivation. The main part of affective identification is focused on 

creating and keeping the in this case players interested and motivated. This can be 

done by creating a strong incentive to win, multiple options to test, a capturing story 

or anything in between (Williams & Williams, 2007). It all leads to a need of making 

the players interested, giving them a reason to play. However this does not separate 

persuasive attitude games from regular games which are is a strength, meaning that all 

knowledge about how to get and keep the players interest can be used including 

techniques for how to tell story, creating appealing gameplay, building up a progress 

process and creating flow etc. 

More important for attitude changing games is the Reality matching. For a deeper 

cognitive identification among the players the subject of change must resemble 

reality, if what the player learn in the game does not resemble how the same 

phenomena works in reality, the player will judge the game as fiction, simple 

entertainment with no effect on their lifestyle. The key concepts for reality matching 

lie in thorough research. Using the game truth / life truth tool is a good way to achieve 

this reality match by listing what‟s true on the subject and how it is represented in the 

game. Optimally you want game truths and life truths to match as much as possible, 

but logically reality is much more complex and cannot in all cases be converted to a 

game without being simplified. Therefore it is important to focus on the last of the 

identified key concept: believability - if the players can still accept and believe in a 

simplified portrait of reality there is no harm done. Achieving this is a matter of 

design craftsmanship and can only be achieved by practice and tests with the target 

audience.   In addition follow-up on the game session done by either questionnaire, 

debriefing sessions with statistics of the players performance and/or community 

activities may help in taking the lessons learned within the game out to the real world 

(Williams & Williams, 2008). Discussing the subject of change outside the game 

world is the most effective way to make it real, and necessary for achieving long 

lasting cognitive and behavioral attitude change.  

5.1.2 Persuasive game evaluation summary 

Looking at persuasive games, the will of the developers to change the players attitude 

are often appear greater than what the resources available allow. This can be seen in 

the game design as most persuasive game have a very similar layout focused on short 

play sessions and adding of information and facts from reality. America‟s Army is a 

unique exception as it more likely is closer to what the developers hoped of achieving 
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with their product. Another notable phenomena seen in the game design of the 

majority of persuasive attitude changing games is that they like Smoke and SPENT 

have very limited “traditional gameplay” in the meaning of controlling a character 

more directly (running, jumping, shooting, interacting etc.) and are more about 

making decisions. Persuasive games are in that meaning often more similar to 

interactive books where you decide what should happen next by making a choice and 

jumping to corresponding page, then to classic games like Super Mario or Tetris. This 

is not necessarily a negative phenomena but it limits the players from benefiting from 

the strengths provided by a strong “traditional” gameplay, such as flow which Schell 

(2008), Jenova (2007) and Sulz (2000) point out as very powerful tool to create 

immersion, motivation and engagement in computer games. In addition both 

Lavender (2011) creator of Homeless: it’s no game and Khaled (2007) developer of 

Smoke! state in their respective reports a wish to create a more immersive gameplay 

but that they were limited by time and resources.  

The case with America’s Army prove the point of having enough resources further.  

By having the resources necessary to provide a gameplay that can if not compete 

directly at least is able to co-exist with the entertainment games without seeming “too 

low” in comparison.  Even if many of the games evaluated met many of the MIT 

criteria it is only America’s Army that has the depth required to be replay-able over a 

long time, and thus have a greater lasting effect on the player‟s attitude.  America‟s 

Army is also the game that takes the furthest action in the final step of the MIT ideas; 

behavioral identification by supplying the options to actually sign up for the real 

army, which will eventually result in a big change in that players real life.  

5.2 Discussion 

Using the refined MIT would provide developers of persuasive games with a 

foundation on which they can build their game and thus cover the basics need for 

achieving attitude change. In addition another major strength for establishing MIT as 

a standard for persuasive game development is that it from there would be easier to 

develop a standard method for measuring the attitude change obtain via gaming and it 

would be easier to compare different persuasive games with each other, possibly 

leading to an increase in what they can learn from each other, and by doing so 

strengthening the genre as a whole.  

One might also question if it is necessary comparing these persuasive games qualities 

with the ones of regular entertainment games at all. Can such a comparison ever be 

fair and is there a point in doing it? Based on the observations made by doing this 

project I would say yes to those questions. If the field of persuasive games is to grow, 

the games must provide entertaining qualities comparable to entertainment games, 

simply because else the persuasive games will never reach a broader audience and 

will be limited to target individuals already interested in the subject of attitude 

change. Let‟s visualize with an example; an average teenager would most likely be 

less eager to test Smoke! (if he/she even were to find it without a prober marketing) 

than to test America’s Army which to a much higher degree does assemble the types 

of games average teenagers usually do play this day and age. Persuasive games must 

provide more appealing visuals, gameplay and more lasting experiences for the 

medium to move forward.     

 

Can the usage of the Multiple Identification Theory be of any use then? Sadly, it 

cannot create more resources for the developers to create more dynamic and 
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immersive graphics and gameplay, but it might help to focus on what is important. 

Based on the test cases investigated from a MIT point of view, it is clear that the game 

follow many of the criteria more or less unintentional as they converge with modern 

game design principles. All games need to create an incentive to play, motivate its 

players and benefits from having variation and similar qualities that adds replay-

ability. The differences between traditional computer games and persuasive games lie 

in the connection to reality, and here can the ideas of MIT be used with believable 

positive results, a statement that can be backed up with the results of the test cases 

indicating that America’s Army (U.S Army, 2007), Smoke! (Khaledd, 2007) and 

SPENT (McKinney, 2011) which fulfilled almost all MIT criteria had significant 

higher rate of perceived attitude among its players and received more positive critique 

than Homeless: it’s no game that which struggled with its believability (reality 

matching) and motivational qualities.  

5.3 Future work 

The future for the project naturally lie in establishing the MIT framework as a valid, 

working and effective method for achieving attitude change with digital games. The 

most powerful way to achieve this is to develop games using MIT from the start as a 

ground foundation. Assuming the method is as powerful and effective as believed the 

games would prove to change attitude as intended, this would strengthen the method 

as a whole and it would be more appealable for others to try and resemble.  

Another important step is to continue to develop the MIT, especially focusing on how 

the method and the attitude change should be measured.  As of today the different 

persuasive games studied all used their own separate methods for measuring the 

attitude change achieved, leading to an overall lower validity as the different 

measuring methods are hard to compare to one another. With a common development 

method a subsequent common method for measuring would make the genre of 

persuasive games easier to compare and create a more understanding overview of the 

entire phenomena.  
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